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‘RING OUT THOSE BELLS’: DEATH
AND THE SOCIAL ORDER IN

EARLY-MODERN LEICESTERSHIRE
Dave Postles

Abstract: Church bells have rightly attracted the attention of both antiquaries
and scholars of the material culture of the past. We can move from their
important findings to consider the meanings of the sounds of bells in the past.
That experience of the tolling of bells is explored here for early-modern
Leicestershire, through a time of intense religious (cultural) and social changes.
We are reminded how religious symbols were also inextricably infused with
social commentary; and how even in death social status was proclaimed.

The ringing of church bells remains a significant element in our aural experience
and in the past constituted an even more important contribution to la vie quoti-
dienne and the ‘acoustic landscape’ or ‘soundscape’.1 The changes to religious
observance through the sixteenth century admittedly reduced the impact of bells:
the removal of the sacring bell before the elevation of the host at mass; the
diminution of the number of saints’ days observed; and the proscription of 
the ringing for all souls.2 Even so, the bells were rung on St Hugh’s Day in late-
sixteenth-century Loughborough and early-seventeenth-century South Newington,
in parishes which were or had been in the diocese of Lincoln; but in fact what was
being remembered was the accession day of Elizabeth (17th November) which
coincided with St Hugh’s Day.3 Many churchwardens referred to it as ringing on St
Hugh’s day, perhaps only as a conceit.4 New celebrations, moreover, furnished new
occasions for ceremonial and elaborate ringing of the bells: particularly coronation

Trans. Leicestershire Archaeol. and Hist. Soc., 80 (2006)

1 For these terms, Bruce R. Smith, The Acoustic World of Early Modern England: Attending to the O-
Factor (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999). The most eloquent evocation of the ‘auditory
space’ and impact of bells is Alain Corbin, Village Bells. Sound and Meaning in the Nineteenth-
century French Countryside trans. Martin Thom (New York, 1998). Below, ROLLR signifies the
Record Office for Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland, to all the staff of which I am grateful for
their patience and helpfulness. For the internal soundscape of the Protestant church, John Craig,
‘Psalms, groans and dog-whippers: the soundscape of sacred space in the English parish church,
1547–1642’, in Will Coster and Andrew Spicer, ed. Sacred Space in Early Modern Europe
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), pp. 104–23. I am extremely grateful to Jo Story for
her comments and advice.

2 For some of these changes, Ronald Hutton, The Rise and Fall of Merry England. The Ritual Year
1400–1700 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994), pp. 84–5.

3 E. R. C. Brinkworth, ed. South Newington Churchwardens’ Accounts 1553–1684 (Banbury
Historical Society 6, 1964), pp. 41, 43 (1601, 1603 – 1s to the ringers on this feast day).

4 Anthony Palmer, Tudor Churchwardens’ Accounts (Hertfordshire Record Society 1, 1985), pp. 91,
116, 125, 130, 136, 139, 149, 170, 174, 178, 182.
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(‘crownation’) days and the fifth of November.5 After 1603, the bells also chimed
on St James Day.6 At Wigston Magna, the bells were even sounded in 1615 on 5
August, significant for James I.7 At Melton Mowbray, the bells announced sermons
by Mr Latimer and Sir James in 1553.8 Bells were thus messengers but also
constituted a metaphor for commemoration, that thick connection to the past
which promoted collective memory.

What did the bells mean to parishioners in early-modern Leicestershire? In
particular, what understandings were placed on the pealing of bells at the time of
burial?9 In this context of death and burial, we have to negotiate to what extent
changes in religious affiliation during the sixteenth century affected the meanings
of the funeral bell. We should, nonetheless, anticipate that religious ideals cannot
be entirely separated from social expectations, and it is that inter-relationship
which is explored below.

ATTACHMENT TO BELLS:  THE GENERAL CONTEXT

The attachment to bells and their peals is indicated by the extraordinary invest-
ment in them. The churchwardens’ accounts are replete with frequent payments
for ropes, baldricks, and adjusting the chimes.10 For illustrative purpose only, the
churchwardens at Melton accounted, ‘Item for the cappes sheres the crowne
stapell’ And the kayes about the greate bell wayinge vij stone xxxvjs viijd’.11 The
impact of the cost of bells is realized, however, when intermittently the bells had
to be recast. When the great bell of Loughborough was reconstituted in 1613–14,
Ouldfield, the caster and founder, received in excess of £33, regardless of the
sundries expended in carting and reinserting the bell.12 Within three years, further
work on the bells became necessary, and Ouldfield was remunerated with almost
£16 for recasting the third bell and Hinman received more than £24.13 We might
compare these cumulative amounts with the £13 6s 8d for whitewashing the

5 David Cressy, Bonfires and Bells. National Memory and the Protestant Calendar in Elizabethan and
Stuart England (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1989); ROLLR DE 1965/4 (unfoliated, s.v.
1602: to the ringers ‘of the Queenes daye’); ROLLR DE1225/65 (unfoliated, 1593: ‘spent upon the
ringers oon the quenes holye daye’).

6 ROLLR DE625/18, fo. 20r: 1s 6d to the ringers on this day at Waltham on the Wolds; ROLLR
DE384/36, fo. 11r: 2s to the ringers on this day at Wigston Magna; ROLLR DE1225/65 (unfoliated,
1620): 2s to the ringers on this day.

7 For this date and discussion of the King’s escape from the Gowry conspiracy see, Cressy, Bonfires
and Bells, pp. 57–8.

8 ROLLR DG36/140/6.
9 My friend and colleague, Greg Walker, reminded me of the use of bells – whether authorised or not

– for secular purposes, which are not explored here.
10 This cluster of successive payments at Hinckley in 1620, for example: ROLLR DE1225/65

(unfoliated, 1620): 8d for oil for the chimes; 2s 6d for wedging and trussing the great bell; 2s for
‘eying’ the clapper of the third bell; 2s 6d for trussing the third bell and great bell and shortening the
irons; and 5s for ‘keeping’ the chimes. ROLLR DG36/140/20: four pounds of chime wire at 10d per
pound. 

11 ROLLR DG36/140/30 (1612).
12 ROLLR DE667/62, fo. 85v.
13 ROLLR DE667/62, fos 100r–v, 102r.
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church in 1627 and more than £17 for leadwork in 1634.14 The expenditure on
the bells exceeded the cost of maintaining the fabric. Perhaps it is no surprise then
that after the restoration of the bells in 1616, the bells became an attraction: ‘Item
spent in giving entertainement to the gentlemen strangers when they came to ringe’
(11s).15 At St Martin’s, Leicester, the cost of recasting of the fourth bell in 1585
accounted for £11.16 In 1610, a further £19 14s 4d was raised by lay (levy) for
recasting the second bell.17 At Market Harborough in 1613, shortly after the
fourth bell was recast and rehung, the parish was indebted to the tune of a
hundred marks (over £66) for the costs of recasting and rehanging bells.18

In smaller locations, like Waltham on the Wolds, the bells still consumed a large
proportion of the churchwardens’ income. In the early seventeenth century,
remedial work was performed on the bells there. In 1612, £5 5s were expended on
metal and waste and less than a year later another £3 10s paid to the bellfounder.19

As elsewhere, constant payments were necessary for bell wheels, trussing the bells,
mending the frame, replacing the clappers, attaching new baldricks, and tuning the
chimes.20 Regular maintenance of the bells was performed by John Goodwin, who
received 6s per annum for this service (‘keepinge the bells’), a position in which he
was succeeded by William Ho(o)se.21 In 1628, it was necessary for Hose to
complete further work on the bells and clock, exceeding £9.22

The significance of the bells is further illustrated by the efforts to separate out
in the churchwardens’ accounts the income accruing from bells (and burials in the
church). The churchwardens of Melton referred back to the earlier accounts and
produced a listing of the receipts from the bells over the previous dozen years
(Table 1 below).

The officers at St Martin’s, Leicester, made various attempts to produce similar
figures. From 1555 to 1564, they attempted to separate out the receipts from bells
and burials within the annual account. During this period, it was only the receipts
from these items which were made distinctive. The more hastily produced accounts
after 1564 reverted to undifferentiated receipts. In 1598, the differentiation in the
accounts was restored, but now as part of a more sophisticated approach to
accounting in which all different kinds of receipts had their own paragraphs or
sections (see Table 2 below).
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14 ROLLR DE 667/62, fos 146r, 154v.
15 ROLLR DE667/62, fo. 101r.
16 Thomas North, ed., The Accounts of the Churchwardens of St Martin’s, Leicester (Leicester: Samuel

Clark, 1844), pp. 130–1.
17 ROLLR DE1564/1384, pp. 385–7 (original pagination; unfoliated).
18 J. E. Stocks and W. B. Bragg, eds, Market Harborough Parish Records 1531 to 1837 (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1926), pp. 40–1, 45–7.
19 ROLLR 625/18, fos 9r, 11r.
20 ROLLR DE625/18, fo. 42r: new clappers cost 3s 4d; at Hinckley repair of the clapper of the great

bell incurred a cost of 11s4d: ROLLR DE1225/65 (unfoliated, 1584).
21 ROLLR DE625/18, fos 30r–v (1622), 42r (1628).
22 ROLLR DE625/18, fo. 42v (the tight binding does not allow reading the precise amount, but it was

almost £10).
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It is evident from the Tables 3–5 (below) that urban parishes had complex
arrangements of bells. At Melton, references were made to the four bells, the fore
bell and the great bell.27 That complex existed too at Loughborough. Some villages
had quite sophisticated arrangements of bells rather than one single bell, like
Wigston Magna with its four bells. There too the bells were recast in the early
seventeenth century, an agreement for the work with Wattes, the bellfounder of
Leicester, accompanied by a token 6d as earnest money. The churchwardens had a
bond drafted (at a cost of 1s) for a warranty for the new bell for a year and a day.28

23 ROLLR DG36/140/19, 23: separate listings of annual totals of receipts from the bells, reflecting
their importance to the churchwardens. Although I have listed the amounts under calendar years, for
some reason the churchwardens made their calculations from 1 Dec. to 1 Dec.

24 ROLLR 1564/1384, p. 61.
25 ROLLR DE1564/1384, p. 256.
26 ROLLR DE1564/1384, p. 262.
27 ROLLR DG36/140/20, 23.
28 ROLLR DE384/36, fo. 4v.

Year Amount

1579 10s 7d
1580 12s
1581 13s
1582 10s
1583 7s 10d
1584 11s 2d
1585 11s
1586 10s
1587 11s
1591 7s 10d
1592 16s 8d
1593 16s 8d
1594 7s 2d (perhaps incomplete)

Table 1. Receipts from the bells (for burials) at Melton Mowbray, 
1579–87 and 1591–4.23

Year beginning Amount Year beginning Amount

155524 £2 3s 10d 159825 £4 10s 2d
1556 16s 4d 159926 £4 0s 4d
1557 £4 3s 6d 1600 £3 14s 8d
1558 £12 3s 5d 1601 £4 1s 4d
1559 £4 7s 2d 1602 £3 18s 8d
1560 £1 15s 8d 1603 £7 1s 4d
1561 £1 3s 4d 1604 £4 5s 4d
1562 £1 19s 0d 1605 £5 10s 8d
1563 £1 14s 4d 1606 £2 2s 8d
1564 £4 0s 4d 1607 £7 2s 8d

1608 £5 12s 0d
1609 £5 0s 0d

Table 2. Receipts from payments for the bells and burials at St Martin’s, Leicester,
1555–64, 1598–1609.
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After the lapse of that warranty, the churchwardens entered into a maintenance
agreement with James Osine (Oswin) in 1617. Oswin had just supplied new bell
frames at a cost of £4 13s 4d. No doubt recognizing further potential expenditure,
the contract was initiated. Despite the attention of Oswin, in 1632 the Leicester
bellfounder, Wattes, was required to visit Wigston with his workers, to meet the
ringers to ‘chip’ ‘the forre bell’.29

After this wee did bargine with James Osine for to keepe the beles for while he
liueth for 26s8d a yeare and he must find all things that belongeth to the bels (so
onely the bels and the brasses and the clapers) and all things else belonging to the
bels as the frame and the rops and whiles [sc. wheels] and all Ireworkes [sic – no
contraction marks] and euery thinge els there belonging so onely before exsepted
that is the bels and brasses and the clappers . . .30

At other places and at earlier times, the basic maintenance of the bells was
entrusted over many years to a local handyman, such as William Dyng at Melton
Mowbray in the 1540s and 1550s, who received annually 2s2d for ‘clensyng’ the
leides & keppyng they beilles’.31

THE DEATH TOLL

Death, of course, sustained continuity of memorial bell-ringing, recollecting an
individual and the passing of that person to the parishioners, an inextricable
mélange of the artificial public and personal. Despite official attempts by the
reformed church to limit bellringing at passing to tolerable and respectable
proportions to deter the Catholic ‘superstition’ that tolling cleansed the soul, local
discretion was more important in the arrangement for bells in late-Tudor
England.32 Official injunctions attempted to restrict peals to what was considered
‘decent’, whilst those of a more ‘godly’ disposition were even more parsimonious
about bells at death. So bell-ringing was a potentially contested arena.

Nunc lento sonitu dicunt, morieris.
Now this bell tolling softly for another, says to me, Thou must die
. . . and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.33

Emotionally concerned with the connectedness of human society, Donne implied
the same bell affected all – but was this poetic sleight of hand?34 There is some
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29 ROLLR DE384/36, fo. 27r.
30 ROLLR DE384/36, fos 6r–v. For his name as Oswin: fos 15v, 20v, 30r (the last 1634 when he was

still maintaining the bells). The lead and windows were another potential demand on church-
wardens’ finances, with irregular large expenditure, so that the officers at Hinckley entered into a
maintenance agreement with Bartholomew Audley for sixty years ‘if he so Longe Lyve’, for an
advance of 50s, and 25s per annum: ROLLR DE1225/65 (unfoliated: 22 April 1612).

31 ROLLR DG36/140/3, fos 1r, 3v, 4r, 5r, 5v, 6r.
32 For official regulation and local practice, David Cressy, Birth, Marriage and Death. Ritual, Religion,

and the Life-cycle in Tudor and Stuart England (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 421–5,
and Peter Marshall, Beliefs and the Dead in Reformation England (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2002), pp. 161–8.

33 John Donne, Meditation XVII (1624). See also, Ralph Houlbrooke, Death, Religion and the Family
in England 1480–1750 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 58–9.

34 Putting to one side his Catholic lineage and Arminian sentiment: succinctly, David Norbrook, Poetry
and Politics in the English Renaissance (revised edn, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 177.
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evidence to suggest that by Donne’s time the bells that parishioners heard had a
different resonance for different people: that bells rang out the social status of
parishioners. It is this aspect – the sound of the social order – which is explored here.

The exploration of death and burial in early-modern England has, of course, a
long history and expansive bibliographic tradition. Its analysis has largely been
conducted using wills, monuments, monumental inscriptions and epitaphs. More
recently, the re-discovery of probate accounts has added appreciably to our
comprehension of funeral practices, but their survival and their composition are
problematic.35 Whilst wills were expressions of intent or desire – even aspirations
– probate accounts reveal the actual arrangements conducted and the expenditure
involved. As the sixteenth century progressed, wills became more reticent about
funerary expectations as a result of changes in religious observation. All probate
material retains, moreover, the inherent problem of how representative it is of the
whole of local society. Monuments and epitaphs by their nature comprehend only
an elite. We have, consequently, a rather fine appreciation of the funerary
practices of the early-modern aristocracy and a good conditional knowledge of the
interment of local elites.36 Numerous interpretations have ensued: was there a
transition from communitarian sentiment to an emphasis on the individual and
the affective family at burial? Were there continuities from Catholic to Protestant
England in the socio-religious expectations of the elite? What we still lack are
more sensitive and comprehensive accounts of burial of the rest of society.

Payment Number of burials Quantity of bells/burial location

8d 200 3*
1s 3 337

20d 87 4*
3s4d 3 unspecified
5s4d 645 5 (all)
6s8d 4 Burial in the church (basic fee)
8s4d 1 Burial in church + 4 bells38

12s 317 Burial in the church (6s8d) and 5 bells (5s4d)
* In the late sixteenth century, these lower rates disappeared.

Table 3. Payments to the churchwardens for bells at burial and for burials in the 
church: St Martin’s, Leicester, 1544–1630.39

35 For the selective nature and the problems of probate material, see now Tom Arkell, Nesta Evans and
Nigel Goose, ed. When Death us do Part. Understanding and Interpreting the Probate Records of
Early Modern England (Oxford: Local Population Studies Supplement, 2000). My own current
experience of working with the probate material in Lichfield diocese suggests that in some
jurisdictions probate material comprehended a larger proportion of the deceased, including probate
inventories for testators with much less than the bona notabilia of £5. The churchwardens’ accounts,
nonetheless, allow a fuller picture than probate material of burial arrangements for the whole
population.

36 David Cressy, ‘Death and the social order: the funerary preferences of Elizabethan gentlemen’,
Continuity and Change, 5 (1990), pp. 99–119. 

37 ROLLR DE1564/1384, pp. 251, 262.
38 ROLLR DE1564/1384, p. 159 (1579).
39 North, Accounts of the Churchwardens of St Martin’s, pp. 5–112 (to 1566); ROLLR DE1564/1384,

pp. 119–638 (original pagination; unfoliated) for 1567–1630.
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For the sake of simplicity, we can commence with the sight (as well as sound) and
site of burial: the interment of the local social elite inside the parish church.
Occasionally a more elaborate description of the deceased allows a glimpse of the
standing of those who received a place within the church. In 1597, both Edward
Smithe, the bailiff of Loughborough, and Clement Fowler, one of the Feoffees of
the Bridge Lands, were interred in Loughborough parish church.46 They were, for
example, succeeded by John Smalley, steward of Loughborough, and another
Feoffee of the Bridge Lands, Richard Cranwell.47 It was customary too for the
churchwardens to have a pit allocated inside the church. In just over fifty years
(1586–1640), over one hundred parishioners were interred inside this church.
During just over ninety years (1544–1630), more than three hundred parishioners
received graves inside St Martin’s, Leicester, the premier of the borough churches.
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40 Additionally, one child was buried thirty years later with the fourth bell only for 2d: ROLLR
DG36/140/25.

41 ROLLR DG36/140/1–28, 30: the entries are very confusing, so there is some difficulty with the
figures.

42 ROLLR DE 667/62, fo. 99v.
43 ROLLR DE 667/62, fos 86v, 87r, 90r.
44 ROLLR DE 667/62, fos 11r, 13r–v, 18r, 19v, 26r, 26v, for example, associate this fee with burial

inside the church.
45 ROLLR DE 667/62.
46 ROLLR DE 667/62, fo. 36r.
47 ROLLR DE 667/62, fos 56v, 60r. 

Payment Number of burials Quantity of bells/burial location

2d (1549–54, 12 One bell
1558–61)40

3d (1553–4) 15 Great bell
4d 271 Great bell
5d (1549–54) 95 All the bells
6d 332 All the bells
3s4d 42 Child burial in the church
6s 8d (or 7s 123 Adult burial in the church

2d incl. bells)

Table 4. Payments to the churchwardens for bells at burial and for burial in the church:
Melton Mowbray, 1549–54, 1557–72, 1579–99, 1612.41

Payment Number of burials Quantity of bells/burial location

2d (to 1615–16) 244 Third bell
6d 45 Fourth bell
10d 121 The great bell
16d 658 All the bells
6s 8d 5 Burial in the church (basic fee)42

7s 6d 5 Burial in the church + 10d for the bells43

8s 92 Burial in the church44

Table 5. Payments to the churchwardens for bells at burial and for burial in the church:
Loughborough, 1586–1640.45
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The basic fee for burial within parish churches was established at half a mark
(6s8d), but the bells were an additional exaction. At Loughborough, the cost of all
the bells amounted to only 16d, but at St Martin’s the much higher exaction of
5s4d was incurred, although in both cases the bells numbered five (four small bells
and the great bell).

Although a standard fee of 6s8d obtained, the actual cost of interment in the
church was a fraction of that amount. What was incurred was the cost of excavating
the pit and making good the floor. At Loughborough, the most elaborate restitution
of the floor involved the laying down of gravestones, a visual reminder of the status
of the deceased in local society. The cost of this making good obviously varied with
the location of the grave within the church.48 Additional costs might arise. Thomas
Wamsley was paid 4d ‘for setting downe the seates that was taken up to burie
Thomas Moorecrafte . . .’.49 We might assume that Moorecrafte had desired, like 
a small proportion of late-sixteenth-century testators, to be interred near his seat 
or pew. By the early seventeenth century, gravestones as markers were being
insinuated at burials in the church. In St Martin’s, Leicester, gravestones in 1623 for
burials in church extended each to as much as 22s (three), 15s and 10s.50 All burials
in the church were attended by the full set of bells, so as well as the future visual
reminder of the gravestone, the social status of the deceased was announced 
by sound.

At the opposite end of the social scale (presumably) at Loughborough, a large
proportion of burials were attended by only one bell, for which the payment was
merely 2d. In fact, this rate disappeared after 1615–16, this concession to the
poorest inhabitants seemingly removed. We can analyze, to a limited extent, 
the character of these recipients of the lower rate, as in Table 6 below. Most 
were apparently adults, the larger proportion of whom were women, ostensibly
single women.

Extending the analysis is almost impossible, for the first detailed listing of
doles which we have for the town is extant only from 1614, whilst the payments 
of 2d were subtracted after 1615–16.51 We have only a few illustrative examples of
how the lower payment for a single bell was associated with poverty, sometimes at
the end of life. Benefiting from the 2d fee for bells, Joan Drewe had received 8d
during her sickness in 1615 and when she died shortly after this benefaction, the
churchwardens contributed 6d towards her burial.52 After the death of Richard
Paper, Widow Paper was in constant receipt of support from the churchwardens

48 ROLLR DE 667/62, fos 29v (20d), 32v (3s4d for a batch of six gravestones), 33r (14d), 33r (10d),
77v (14d, 16d), 92r (18d), 149r (18d, 20d, 2s).

49 ROLLR DE 667/62, fo. 119r.
50 ROLLR DE1564/1384, p. 579.
51 For the doles: DE667/62: 1614–15: fos 96r–97v, 31s5d in 53 payments, 34 of which specifically for

sickness; 1615–16: fos 102v–105r, 76s 3d in 169 payments; 1616–17: fos 109r–111v, 51s 8d in
170 payments mostly for sickness;1622–23: fos 120v–122r, £2 3s 9d; 1623–24: fos 126v–128r, £2
9s 4d; 1624–25: fos 132v–133v, 35s3d; 1625–26: fos 137v–139r, £7 7s 2d; 1626–27: fos
142v–143v, 31s 4d; 1635–36: fos 162v–164r, £3 0s 9d. 

52 ROLLR DE667/62, fo. 97r.
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in 1615–16.53 In 1617, Robert Charnocke was relieved when he, his wife, and
children were all sick, three members of this family having also previously had the
concessionary rate for the bell.54

Although we have little material for Market Harborough, it is evident that by
the early seventeenth century there was social differentiation in the ringing of
bells. Whilst twenty-five burials were accompanied by all the bells for a payment
of 14d, thirteen received only a single bell for 8d.55 Returning to St Martin’s,
Leicester, during the middle decades of the sixteenth century, a lower rate of 8d
obtained for burials with just three bells. That rate was abandoned, it seems,
although there had been around two hundred burials of this type. By the end of the
sixteenth century, the churchwardens’ accounts recorded only burials with all five
bells (5s4d) or burials in the church with all five bells (12s); no other rates
appeared in these later accounts. The numbers of interments inside the church
reflects the aspirations of the urban elite. The ability to defray the high cost for the
five bells alone (5s4d) represents the development of an urban ‘middling sort’.56

The pealing of the bells had become differentiated by social status – the ability
or desire to pay for more complex peals. The sound of the bells at burials thus
became a conveyor and reminder of place in the social order, the soundscape of
social position.

We should not assume from this transformation, however, changes from a
communitarian form of traditional religion to a new Protestant religion focused
on the redemption of the individual.57 In the Catholic religion, emphasis on social
status at death could be performed through a panoply of devices: trentals, masses,
prayers, chantries, investment in which pertained only to the social elite. Obits,
moreover, were frequently commemorated through the ringing of bells on the
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53 ROLLR DE667/62, fo. 97r.
54 ROLLR DE667/62, fos 109v, 110r.
55 Stocks and Bragg, Market Harborough Parish Records, pp. 42–3.
56 In a small number of cases – relatively minor in number – masters paid the 5s 4d for the bells for

their maids, male servants or apprentices: e.g. ROLLR DE1564/1384, pp. 309 (Thomas Fletcher’s
apprentice), 319 (Valentine Wells’s man), 1604–5. Jonathan Barry and Christopher Brooks, ed. The
Middling Sort of People. Culture, Society and Politics in England, 1550–1800 (Basingstoke:
Macmillan Press, 1994).

57 For this interpretation of burial practices, Clare Gittings, Death, Burial and the Individual in Early
Modern England (London: Croom Helm, 1984), following both Philippe Ariès and Laurence Stone.

Status Percent

Adult males 38%
Adult females 45%
Of whom explicitly widows 5%
Old + surname <1% (2 in number)
Male children 3%
Female children 2%
Children: gender unknown 6%

Table 6. Recipients of the lower rate of 2d for one bell at Loughborough, 
1586–1616.
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anniversary of death, further demarcating social status, between those who could
afford this rite against those who could not, and by the ability to pay more for
more elaborate ringing at obits and anniversaries.

Nor should we assume that the contested nature of bell-ringing was novel to
post-reformation(s) England. Attempts had, indeed, been made in some places in
the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth century to contain excessive bell-ringing.
Here we must have recourse to locations outside Leicestershire for want of
evidence in the county. In some late-medieval parishes, a standard payment of 4d
was exacted for the tolling of the great bell at death, with no mention of other
bells on the day of burial. At Peterborough, for example, the churchwardens’
accounts consistently recorded 4d for the great bell at burial from 1479 to 1569.58

The uniformity and comprehensiveness of this payment in Peterborough suggests
some attempt in some places in the late middle ages to regulate the use of the bells
at death and burial, before the advent of Protestantism. In the late-medieval
borough of Henley (Oxfordshire), ordinances were promulgated to define the
peals for burgesses and foreigners, particularly for anniversaries and obits. In
some of these byelaws, a penalty was imposed for exceeding the regulation, but at
other times additional payments specified. In particular, the great bell should be
reserved for special occasions, with the permission of the wardens; on other occa-
sions, the four smaller bells should be employed (and only three for foreigners).
The duration of ringing was also regulated. The intention was undoubtedly to
restrict excessive ringing associated with the rhetoric of social position even within
a religious culture which anticipated that the peals would purify the soul.59 We
should also recollect, however, that the hierarchy of bells existed in St Martin’s,
Leicester, by 1544, which would suggest some continuity of affection for bells
from the pre-reformation(s) persisting into the late sixteenth century. The per-
sistence of this differentiation through place of burial (inside and outside, church
and churchyard) and peals of bells through into the seventeenth century, however,
suggests that other values obtained as well: social status.

What the ultimate reformation of religion achieved was a reduction in the
number of ways that social display at death might be exhibited, associated with
the renunciation of the idea of purgatory.60 Social differentiation existed in late-
medieval religion as it intruded into the Anglican church. Some continuity
obtained: burial inside the church; and the reproduction of the social hierarchy in

58 W. T. Mellows, ed. Peterborough Local Administration. Parochial Government before the
Reformation. Churchwardens’ Accounts 1467–1573 (Northamptonshire Printing and Publishing
Co. Ltd for the Northamptonshire Record Society ix, 1939 for 1937). So we might indicate here too
how little churchwardens’ accounts have been exploited for demographic data: burial fees; fees for
bells at burial; Easter pence; and so on. For the use of ‘waste of wax’ at death for computing levels
of mortality, Gervase Rosser, Medieval Westminster 1200–1540 (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1989), pp. 177–80.

59 Philip M. Briers, ed. Henley Borough Records. Assembly Books i–iv, 1395–1543 (Oxfordshire
Record Society 41, 1960), pp. 29 (1420), 113 (1495), 174 (1514).

60 See now Peter Marshall, ‘“The map of God’s word”: geographies of the afterlife in Tudor and early
Stuart England’, in Bruce Gordon and Peter Marshall, ed. The Place of the Dead. Death and
Remembrance in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2000), pp. 110–30.
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seating in the church.61 Social position – place – was also perpetuated through new
avenues which were, nonetheless, more limited in their number than in ‘trad-
itional’ religion: different qualities of communion wine.62 In examining the change
in the resort to bells, then, we must not take bells in isolation, but place them
within the context of the whole range of religious elements available to be appro-
priated for statements of social position.

Whatever the religious circumstances, the opportunity existed to appropriate
the rites and liturgy of the church to display social position. Even transcendental
religions – those in which the principal concern is with salvation and the afterlife –
cannot entirely occlude the material considerations of this world. An element of
immanence requires the fortunate to attempt to explain their fortune, to depict it
as legitimate and not arbitrary.63 What we can conclude is that bells in the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth century announced the social position of the
deceased, social status conveyed through sounds, an auditory landscape familiar
to parishioners probably throughout early-modern Leicestershire, but certainly
emphatically so in the two major urban centres, Leicester and Loughborough.
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61 David Hickman, ‘Religious belief and pious practice among London’s Elizabethan elite’, Historical
Journal 42 (1999), pp. 941–60, for some of these continuities. Seating is an ambiguous issue.
Although seats were introduced during the fifteenth century, at different times in different parishes,
yet it seems likely that the seats were inserted incrementally rather than all at once; this process may
still have been in train during the sixteenth century. I hope to address this suggestion elsewhere. For
seating and the social order, C. Wright, ‘The spatial ordering of community in English church
seating, c.1550–1700’, unpublished PhD, University of Warwick, 2002; Amanda Flather, The
Politics of Place. A Study of Church Seating in Essex, c.1580–1640 (Friends of the Centre for
English Local History, Friends’ Papers 3, 1999); Susan Pittman, ‘The social structure and parish
community of St Andrew’s church, Calstock, as reconstituted from its seating plan, c.1587/8’,
Southern History 20–1 (1998–9), pp. 44–67.

62 John Craig, ‘Co-operation and initiatives: Elizabethan churchwardens and the parish accounts of
Mildenhall’, Social History 18 (1993), pp. 357–80; ROLLR DG36/140/19: claret, malmsey and
bastard wine; DG36/140/23: claret and muscadine.

63 For a succinct explanation, Malcolm Hamilton, Sociology and the World’s Religions (Basingstoke:
Macmillan Press, 1998), pp. 12–13 (Weber’s ‘theodicy’), 16 (transcendentalism).




